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PART A: COURSE-SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
 
1 STAFF CONTACT DETAILS 
 
Lecturer-in-charge: Mathew Chylinski 
Room Quad 3025 
Phone No: 9385 3344 
Email: m.chylinski@unsw.edu.au 
Consultation Times – 12pm-1pm Wednesday (or by appointment) 
 
A full list of tutors will be posted on Course Website. 
 
 
 
2 COURSE DETAILS 

2.1 Teaching Times and Locations 
Lectures start in Week 1(to Week 12): The Time and Location are: on Wednesdays  
9am-10.30am, at Mathews Theatre A 

 
Tutorials start in Week 2 (to Week 13). The Groups and Times are: 
Tutorials start in Week 2 (to Week 13). A full list of tutorials, times and tutors will be on the 
Course Website. 
 

2.2 Units of Credit 
The course is worth 6 units of credit. 
 

2.3 Summary of Course  
The need for marketers to understand why consumers act as they do in the marketplace is the 
crux of this subject. Students are equipped with theoretical and conceptual knowledge of 
consumer behaviour, drawing heavily on both psychological and sociological viewpoints. This 
includes the psychology of individual decision-making and choice, patterns of behaviour 
exhibited by aggregate groups of consumers, and also the sociological and cultural influences 
on consumer attitudes and behaviour. This prepares students for making informed decisions 
about how to manage and respond to the needs and wants of consumers. 
 

2.4 Course Aims and Relationship to Other Courses 
The aim of MARK2051 Consumer Behaviour is to develop an appreciation and understanding 
of the core aspects of consumer psychology. The course is relevant to those of you who want to 
understand a human behaviour from an economic  and marketing perspective. The aim is to 
prepare you for a future role as marketing managers, consultants or advisors. The goal is to 
improve your ability to understand, critically analyse, and apply current research in consumer 
behaviour to concrete management problems. 
 
This subject studies the consumer in terms of the psychological and sociological explanations of 
market behaviour. Understanding consumer underlies all marketing activities.  It is at the core of 
the consumer-centric approach to marketing, and has direct implications for marketing 
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communication (MARK2053), marketing research (MARK2052), and marketing strategy 
(MARK3082).   
 
Topics of study include attention, perception, motivation, involvement, attitude, decision-
making and the impact of reference groups on marketplace behaviour. Throughout the course, 
these topics are applied to marketing strategy (MARK3082) and marketing research 
(MARK2052), as a way of implementing consumer behaviour theory to concrete marketing 
problems.  
 
The interrelation between the consumer behaviour (MARK2051) course and the concurrent 
marketing research (MARK2052) course is particularly strong.  The lectures and the 
assignments in MARK2051 build on the information presented in MARK2052 lectures.  
 

2.5 Student Learning Outcomes  
By the end of the course you should be able to: 
 

1. Develop skills in scholarly enquiry: 
a. Appreciate how consumer behaviour research is conducted at academic level, 

and translated into practical knowledge.  
b. Develop independent secondary and primary research skills for collection, 

analysis and critical evaluation of information.  
2. Develop major concepts and research in specific psychological and sociological areas, 

which have relevance to consumer behaviour.  
3. Think critically, independently and creatively about consumer behaviour concepts and 

application. 
4. Apply consumer behaviour concepts to practical situations involving marketing 

strategy, and marketing research. 
5. Engage in independent reflective learning. 
6. Integrate consumer behaviour concepts into a framework that can be applied to the 

analysis of both micro (the individual consumer) and macro (the market) dynamics.  
7. Apply relevant theories and concepts of group behaviour taught in the course to 

improve your own group-work skills. 
8. Develop appreciation for ethical practices and social responsibility in application of 

consumer behaviour concepts. 
9. Improve your teamwork, and the presentation skills. 
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ASB Graduate Attributes 

This course contributes to your development of the following Australian School of Business 
Graduate Attributes, which are the qualities, skills and understandings we want you to have by 
the completion of your degree.  
 

Learning Outcomes ASB Graduate Attributes (ASB_GA)* 

1,2,3 1. Critical thinking and problem solving 

9 2. Communication 

9 3. Teamwork and leadership 

8 4. Social, ethical and global perspectives 

5,6,8 5. In-depth engagement with relevant disciplinary knowledge 

4,7 6. Professional skills 

 

*ASB_GA stands for Australian School of Business Graduate Attribute: 
http://www.asb.unsw.edu.au/learningandteaching/aboutlearningandteaching/graduateattributes/Pages/defa
ult.aspx 
 
To see how the ASB Graduate Attributes relate to the UNSW Graduate Attributes, refer to the 
ASB website (Learning and Teaching >Graduate Attributes). 
 
 
3 LEARNING AND TEACHING ACTIVITIES 
3.1 Approach to Learning and Teaching in the Course 
 
Consumer Behaviour is designed to challenge you, encourage you to think for yourselves and 
even take responsibility for your own learning. The course is delivered in a standard 
lecture/tutorial format.  However, emphasis is placed on active learning during lectures and 
tutorials.  The primary aim of the lectures is to introduce you to the theory and concepts in 
consumer behaviour in an involving and a stimulating environment.  Use of video, audio, 
examples and lecture activities is made in that respect.  Tutorials on the other hand encourage 
active learning via mutual discussion, active peer learning,  class activities, and practical 
application of key concepts to marketing problems.  
 
To obtain full benefits from this course, I suggest you extend yourself beyond your comfort 
zone. That means pro-actively participate in the discussions, class activities and the lectures. 
The textbook readings are supplemented by article references. These readings promote a deeper 
understanding of the course concepts, and help develop the critical thinking and evaluation 
skills.  
 
3.2  Learning Activities and Teaching Strategies 
 
The approach to teaching in Consumer Behaviour relies on active class participation and 
engagement with the course material.  The lectures will introduce the relevant concepts and 
theory of consumer behaviour.  The tutorials apply the theory and concepts discussed in the 

http://www.asb.unsw.edu.au/learningandteaching/aboutlearningandteaching/graduateattributes/Pages/default.aspx�
http://www.asb.unsw.edu.au/learningandteaching/aboutlearningandteaching/graduateattributes/Pages/default.aspx�
http://www.asb.unsw.edu.au/learningandteaching/aboutlearningandteaching/graduateattributes/Pages/default.aspx�
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lectures. The following teaching strategies align with the course aims in order to achieve the 
graduate attributes: 
 
Lectures: 

• In the lecture I will be outlining the main theoretical concepts in consumer behaviour 
(ASB_GA5).  The engagement/involvement with the course concepts will be enhanced 
by frequent video and audio clip and presentations.  These will also focus on the ethical 
implications and social responsibility involved in applying consumer behaviour 
concepts in the marketplace (ASB_GA4).  Short lecture activities will help engage you 
in active elaboration and creative thinking about the course concepts.   

• Throughout the twelve weeks of lectures, you will construct your own model of 
consumer behaviour, based on the information presented in the lectures and reinforced 
during tutorials.  This task is designed to promote critical, independent and creative 
thinking about the course concepts (ASB_GA1, GA6). 

 
Tutorials: 

• Each tutorial is divided into three equal sections.   
1. Class discussion is designed to promote active peer learning and discussion to 

encourage deeper understanding of concepts and issues in consumer behaviour.  
These are discussions important because they reinforce of the course concepts 
introduced during the lectures and emphasize deep rather than surface 
understanding (ASB_GA5).  For each class discussion, you will need to prepare 
by writing a one-page reflective summary of the readings assigned for the 
relevant week (ASB_GA6). 

2. Tutorial task is designed to promote application of the consumer behaviour 
concepts and theory to practical marketing situations.  The emphasis is on 
creativity and critical evaluation of the task in light of the underlying theoretical 
concepts (ASB_GA1). 

3. Class presentation is designed to encourage group work, communication skills, 
and allow exposure of your ideas and creative approaches solving consumer 
behaviour problems (ASB_GA4, ASB_GA3, ASB_GA2).   

 
4 ASSESSMENT 

4.1 Formal Requirements 
In order to pass this course, you must: 

 Achieve a composite mark of at least 50%; and 
 Make a satisfactory attempt (achieve at least 50%) at each and all assessment tasks (see 

below). 
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4.2 Assessment Details 
 
Assessment Task Weighting Learning 

Outcomes 
assessed 

ASB Graduate 
Attributes 
assessed  

Length 

 

Due Date 

Tutorial 
Participation 

10% 1-9 1,5,6  Throughout 
session 

Presentation A 
Lect. Topics  

(Group work) 

15% 1-9 2,3,4 20min In the assigned 
tutorial 
(15/03/2011 to 
03/05/2011) 

Presentation B 
Video Assignm. 

 (Group work) 

30% 1-9 1,5,6 20min In the last two 
tutorials of the 
session  
(23/05/2011 
and 
31/05/2011) 

Research 
Participation* 

5% 1,8 4,5  TBA 

Final Exam 40% 1-9 1,2,4,5,6 2hours In exam period. 
 
* 5% of the total marks in the course can be exchanged for participation in a faculty run 
research project. That is, students will have the option of participating as respondents in a 
research project. Those who choose to participate will automatically receive 5% of the total 
course grade. Those who choose not to participate will make up the 5% of total marks by doing 
an alternative piece of assessment – completing the review of the assigned journal article 
readings. 
 

4.3 Assessment Format 
Video Project (Group work) 
Applying theory; Deepening engagement (ASB_GA5, ASB_GA1, ASB_GA6). 
Motivation: In the current marketplace, enhanced by Web 2.0 communication technologies such 
as YouTube, consumers no longer are passive recipients of marketing messages. Instead, they 
take active part in creating and disseminating product and brand information. Understanding 
these new consumer behaviours is the focus of the individual project.  
 
Your group will place themselves in the role of the consumer to create a short (3 min) 
“YouTube-style” video about an assigned (in tutorials) brand of bottled water. You will apply 
your understanding of consumer behaviour theories discussed in the course to create a 
persuasive and engaging video message. This is your chance to get creative. You may want to 
appear in the video yourself, or show other consumers in their natural settings; you can report an 
actual event, or completely make up the story. There is no restriction on the creative content and 
the more imaginative the video the better. Your aim is to attract “YouTube viewers” to your 
point of view on this brand. This means engaging their interest by capturing attention, 
persuading to change their preferences, and motivating them to engage in behaviour towards to 
the brand.  
 
Since, not all brand messages consumers create on YouTube are positive, some may be 
negative; you will be assigned a particular point of view on the brand (positive or negative). 
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Your “YouTube-style” video needs to convey this point of view; that is, the message type 
(positive/negative) must be clear. 
 
Assessment: The project is worth 30% of your mark in MARK2051/2151. The mark is 
contingent on you completing all progress tasks. The progress tasks require you to upload your 
videos to UNSW-TV https://tv.unsw.edu.au/webtop/login.cfm, and present your video to the 
class (see Presentation B). The presentation B is a group assignment and is worth 30% of your 
mark in MARK2051/2151. The video itself is not marked. 
 
Videos:  
Videos are fun  they are focused on the creative approach and application of consumer 
behaviour concepts. They are not focused on technical quality, and videos themselves are not 
marked. Rather, the object is to make the video engaging for a viewer, and have fun doing it; the 
more creative the better. 
 
For the purpose of the project you can use a dedicated video camera. However, most digital 
photo cameras also record video, as do many mobile phones. Laptops and desktop computers 
have webcams, which may be of use. The digital recording format does not matter, as long as 
you can transfer the video to a computer. 
 
Once on your computer you can edit the video with Windows Movie Maker, or Apple iMovie. 
Edited videos can be saved in any format, and then uploaded to UNSW-TV 
https://tv.unsw.edu.au/webtop/login.cfm. UNSW-TV will automatically trans-code the videos to 
its own format. The videos will be stored on the UNSW-TV website and will not be broadcast. 
They are a teaching tool, and are covered “Under The Act” which means that you may use third 
party media, but you only own the original part of the video content you create. Here is a short 
list of free video editing software: 
http://www.desktop-video-guide.com/top-5-free-video-editing-software-review.html 
 
Upload instructions: Go to UNSW-TV https://tv.unsw.edu.au/webtop/login.cfm, login with 
your student number and unipass, click the upload media button, select the upload template, and 
follow the instruction on the screen. 
 
  

https://tv.unsw.edu.au/webtop/login.cfm�
https://tv.unsw.edu.au/webtop/login.cfm�
http://www.desktop-video-guide.com/top-5-free-video-editing-software-review.html�
https://tv.unsw.edu.au/webtop/login.cfm�
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Tutorial Participation [10%] (Individual) 
Applying theory; Deepening understanding (ASB_GA5, ASB_GA1, ASB_GA6). 
Attendance is compulsory.  If you miss more than two tutorial sessions without medical 
certificates, you may receive a failing grade for the course.  To achieve a high grade you must 
offer constructive comments during class discussions, show evidence of reflective evaluation of 
the assigned readings (GA4) (i.e.: hand in 1 page article summaries), and bring in marketing 
examples relevant to the topics covered in the tutorial sessions (i.e., news articles or ads that 
relate to the theories and concepts discussed).  The mark is an average over the term, including 
0 marks if always absent or non participatory. 
 
 
Presentation A [15%] (Group work) 
Improving analytical skills; Applying group work skills (ASB_GA4, ASB_GA3, ASB_GA2) 
Your group will give a presentation about one of the week’s lecture topics and their 
related journal articles. The idea is not to repeat the lecture content, but to choose an 
interesting aspect of the week’s topic, supplement it with journal article readings, and 
provide the class with interesting application of those theories in marketing. The 
presentation should be 20 minutes in duration.  The presentation should be “edu-
tainment,” that is, informative and entertaining. Theory must be included, but we must 
enjoy the way you present it. Keep your audience awake and happy. All members of the 
group must participate in the verbal presentation. To improve your presentation style 
you should refer to books on the topic in the UNSW library. 
 
Note: Group work is assessed according to performance on the grading criteria included 
in this course outline.  The adjustment of individual marks from the group mean is 
based on peer evaluation of your performance and contribution to group work. 
 
*Copies of the marking sheets for each of the group assessment components are 
attached at the end of this document. 
 
Presentation B [30%] (Group work) 
Applying consumer behaviour concepts to marketing scenario.  
Your group will give a presentation about the video project. The objective of the 
presentation is to deconstruct your video for the audience in terms of consumer behaviour 
concepts taught in the lectures. Your group will need to justify why and how specific 
concepts in consumer behaviour have been applied in the video. All members of the group 
must participate in the verbal presentation. To improve your presentation style you 
should refer to books on the topic in the UNSW library. 
 
Note: Group work is assessed according to performance on the grading criteria included 
in this course outline.  The adjustment of individual marks from the group mean is 
based on peer evaluation of your performance and contribution to group work. 
 
*Copies of the marking sheets for each of the group assessment components are 
attached in Part B, Section 5: Additional Course Materials.  
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The Final Exam [40%] (Individual) 
Integrating concepts (ASB_GA1 ASB_GA2, ASB_GA3  ̧ASB_GA5¸ ASB_GA6). 
The purpose of the exam is to bring in all the concepts and learning during the entire course.  
All aspects of the course are assessable in the exam, including information in all lectures, 
readings and tutorial activities.   
 
A key question in the exam requires you to develop, and discuss in the exam, your interpretation 
of the complete model of consumer behaviour. The exam may also include short answer and 
essay type questions focused on selected topics from the course. 
 
NOTE: To be held during exam period. A complete structure of the exam will be advised in 
the second half of the course.  However, references to the key question in the exam, and the 
concepts necessary for the integrative development of the model of consumer behaviour, will be 
provided during the lectures throughout the session. 
 
*Optional Research Participation [5%] – Surveys [(ASB_GA5).  
You have a choice of participating in a faculty run research project when such a project 
becomes available. When you decide to participate you will receive 5% credit in the course as 
incentive for taking part in the research project.  
 
 

The faculty at the UNSW School of Marketing, in addition to their teaching interests, are 
actively engaged in pursuing original research interests that push the boundaries of the 
Marketing discipline. Such research has implications for improved understanding of consumers, 
management practices, corporate organisation, and social policy directives. The established 
findings of academic research are the core basis of teaching and knowledge dissemination at the 
University. Being part of the university culture students are encouraged to explore the research 
environment at UNSW and experience the process of knowledge generation by participating in 
faculty administered research projects. These projects will likely closely relate to the topics 
studied in the course and represent the cutting edge of research in the topic area. 

Participation in the faculty administered research projects is encouraged, but is not compulsory. 
Students who choose to participate in a faculty run research project are entitled to 5% credit in 
the course. To receive the 5% credit students must return a research participation receipt, signed 
by both the student and the research invigilator, to the INVESTIGATOR in charge of the 
research project. The receipt acts as a record of a student’s participation in the research project.  

Students should not participate in more than one research project in any one semester. Students 
who choose not to participate in a research project earn the 5% credit by engaging in a piece of 
assessment, which is the standard requirement in the course. 

 
Alternatively, if you decide not to participate in the research project you will make up the 5% of 
total marks by completing a review of assigned journal articles. Further information provided 
in class. 
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4.4 Assignment Submission Procedure 
Any written assignments are to be submitted on or before the due date in your tutorials (Please 
see Table 4.2 for details)  
 

4.5 Late Submission 
 
Each piece of course assessment is due on the date indicated in the respective course outline. 
Late submission will incur a penalty of 10% of the percentage weight of the assessment 
component per day after the due date and will not be accepted after 5 working days. Extensions 
will only be granted on medical or compassionate grounds under extreme circumstances, and 
will not be granted because of work and other commitments. Requests for extensions must be 
made to the lecturer prior to the due date. Medical certificates or other evidence of extreme 
misfortune must be submitted through a special consideration form and must contain 
information that justifies the extension sought. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 COURSE RESOURCES 
Compulsory Reading Material: 
Neal, C., et al (2010). Consumer Behaviour: Implications For Marketing Strategy. 6th ed. 
McGraw-Hill Australia, North Ryde. 
 
 
Articles listed in the course outline.  
 (Some of these may be available via the On-Line Reserve at the UNSW library. Most are 

directly available via the ABI/Inform Database.) 
 

Recommended Readings:  
 
• Consumer Behaviour Analysis, (2002), edited by Gordon R. Foxhall, New 

York; London, Routledge. 
• Solomon, Michael R (2004), Consumer behaviour: buying, having, and being, Upper 

Saddle River, N.J, Pearson Prentice Hall. 
 
UNSW Blackboard: 

• Lecture notes, handouts and course materials are available via Blackboard. 
• Online discussion is encouraged. 

 
http://lms-blackboard.telt.unsw.edu.au/webapps/portal/frameset.jsp 

Quality Assurance 
The ASB is actively monitoring student learning and quality of the student 
experience in all its programs. A random selection of completed assessment tasks 
may be used for quality assurance, such as to determine the extent to which 
program learning goals are being achieved. The information is required for 
accreditation purposes, and aggregated findings will be used to inform changes 
aimed at improving the quality of ASB programs. All material used for such 
processes will be treated as confidential and will not be related to course grades. 
 

http://149.171.40.99/ALEPH/GKJ5XB25KRXCLY5M4PV4EU1HA6GFFKIICQKEQHDX5SBFMAH8XX-12990/file/service-0?P01=000950368&P02=0013&P03=TAG�
http://lms-blackboard.telt.unsw.edu.au/webapps/portal/frameset.jsp�
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6 COURSE EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Each year feedback is sought from students and other stakeholders about the courses offered in 
the School and continual improvements are made based on this feedback.  UNSW's Course and 
Teaching Evaluation and Improvement (CATEI) Process is one of the ways in which student 
evaluative feedback is gathered. Significant changes to courses and programs within the School 
are communicated to subsequent cohorts of students. 
 
In addition to the CATEI process, the tutors in consumer behaviour MARK2051 conduct 
‘critical incidence questionnaires’ to determine the qualitative aspects of your learning 
experience during the course.  These help sustain the continual improvement and development 
of the course. 
 
Your feedback is valuable and has a real impact on the course improvement.  The inclusion of 
active peer learning, audio and video clips, and class exercises in large group settings is a direct 
result of the feedback provided by students in the past years.  One of the key improvements  
following the feedback from students is the inclusion of a more objective class-participation 
assessment process.  
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7 COURSE SCHEDULE 

Week Lecture Readings Tutorial 
1 

29/02 

8 Introduction Course outline   

2 

07/03 

 

Consumer Behaviour & 
Marketing Strategy 

Video: The Competitive 
edge, 1992, 30min 

 SVID 650.07117444/2  

Chapters: 1 & 2; Neal, Quester & Hawkins  

Desmeules, R. (2002). The Impact of 
Variety on Consumer Happiness: 
Marketing and the Tyranny of Freedom. 
Academy of Marketing Science Review, 
2002(12), 1-20. 

Dobni, B., Dobni, D., & Luffman, G. 
(2001). Behavioral approaches to 
marketing strategy implementation. 
Marketing Intelligence & Planning,  
19(6/7), 400-408. 

Groups; Presentation 
topics. 

 

3 

14/03 

 

 

Problem Recognition & 
Consumer Goals 

Video: Breaking through 
the clutter , 1992, 30min 

SVID 658.8/579 

Chapter: 3; Neal, Quester & Hawkins 

Leith, A., & Riley, N. (1998). 
Understanding Need States and their role 
in developing successful marketing 
strategies. Market Research Society. 
Journal of the Market Research Society 
London, 40(1), 25-32. 

Peterman, M.L (1997). The Effects of 
Concrete and Abstract Consumer Goals on 
Information Processing. Psychology & 
Marketing, 14( 6),  561-583. 

Tutorial Discussion 

PresentationA No 1 (The 
impact of consumer goals 
on product attribute 
evaluation) 

 

Assignment of video 
task. 

4 

21/03 

 

Stimulus Perception 

Video: Discovering 
psychology, 7 (Sensation 
and perception) 1989, 
30min  

SVID 150/390 (7)  

Video: The ad factor, 2 (The 
creatives) 2002, 30min  

SVID 659.113/7 /(2)  

Chapter: 8; Neal, Quester & Hawkins 

Kellaris, J.J, & Powell Mantel, S. (1996). 
Shaping Time Perceptions with 
Background Music: The Effect of 
Congruity and Arousal on Estimates of Ad 
Durations. Psychology & Marketing, 
13(5),  501-514. 

Theus, K.T. (1994). Subliminal 
Advertising and the Psychology of 
Processing Unconscious Stimuli: A 
Review of Research. Psychology & 
Marketing, 11(3),  271-290. 

Janiszewski, C. (1988). Preconscious 
Processing Effects: The Independence of 
Attitude Formation and Conscious 
Thought  Journal of Consumer Research 

  

Tutorial Discussion 

PresentationA No 2 (The 
role of conscious 
awareness in product 
attribute perception) 
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5 

28/03 

 

Preference Construction: 
Information Search & 
Evaluation 

Video: Discovering 
psychology, 11 (Judgement 
and decision making) 1989, 
30min  

SVID 150/390 (11)  

Chapters: 4 & 5; Neal, Quester & Hawkins 

Huffman, C., & Houston, M.J. (1993). 
Goal-oriented experiences and the 
development of knowledge. Journal of 
Consumer Research, 20(2), 190-207. 

Bettman, J.R., Luce, M.F., & Payne, J.D. 
(1998). Constructive Consumer Choice 
Processes. Journal of Consumer Research, 
25(3), 187-217. 

Tutorial Discussion 

PresentationA No 3 
(Preference construction 
in situations of new 
product evaluation) 

 

6 

04/04 

Preference Formation: 
Learning 

Video: Branded Part 1, 
Nike. 1997, 50min 

SVID 658.827/12 /(1) 

Chapter 9; Neal, Quester & Hawkins 

Wasserman, E.A., & Miller, R.R. (1997). 
What's elementary about associative 
learning? Annual Review of Psychology, 
48, 573-607. 

Van Osselaer, S.M.J., & Janiszewski, C. 
(2001). Two ways of learning brand 
associations. Journal of Consumer 
Research 28(2), 202-223. 

West, P.M, Brown, C.L, & Hoch, S.J. 
(1996). Consumption vocabulary and 
preference formation. Journal of 
Consumer Research, 23(2), 120-135. 

Tutorial Discussion 

PresentationA No 4 
(Effects of repeated 
product interaction on 
consumer preferences 
over time) 

[Good Friday 
tutorial classes 
moved to week 8] 
 

  

Mid-semester Break 

7 

18/04 

 

Motivation & Emotion 

Video: Discovering 
psychology, 12 (Motivation 
and emotion) 1989, 30min  

SVID 150/390 (12) 

Chapter: 10; Neal, Quester & Hawkins 

Pincus, J. (2004). The consequences of 
unmet needs: The evolving role of 
motivation in consumer research. Journal 
of Consumer Behaviour 3(4), 375-387. 

Williamson, M. (2002). Emotions, reason 
and behaviour: A search for the truth. 
Journal of Consumer Behaviour 2(2), 196-
202. 

Tutorial Discussion 

PresentationA No 5 (The 
role of emotions in 
information evaluation 
and consumer choice 
behaviour) 

 

8 

25/04 

 

ANZAC Day (No lectures or tutorials that week [except Friday tutorials moved from week 6]) 
9 

02/05 

 

Attitude & Personality 

Video: Personality (NFL) 

Chapter: 11; Neal, Quester & Hawkins 

Foxall, G.R., & Yani-de-Soriano, M.M. 
(2005). Situational influences on 
consumers' attitudes and behaviour. 
Journal of Business Research 58(4), 518-
525. 

Ajzen, I. (1991). The theory of planned 
behavior. Organizational Behavior and 
Human Decision Processes, 50, 179-211. 

Tutorial Discussion 

PresentationA No 6 (The 
consistency between 
attitude, and consumer 
choice) 
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10 

09/05 

Post Purchase & 
Satisfaction 

Video: Why you buy: how 
ads persuade, 1988 , 33min 

CFAAV 659.1042/1 

 

Chapters: 6 & 7; Neal, Quester & Hawkins 

Mooradian, T.A, & Olver, J.M. (1997). "I 
Can't Get No Satisfaction:" The Impact of 
Personality and Emotion on Postpurchase 
Processes. Psychology & Marketing, 
14(4), 379-393.  

Soderlund, M. (2002). Customer 
familiarity and its effects on satisfaction 
and behavioral intentions. Psychology & 
Marketing 19(10), 861-879. 

Tutorial Discussion 

PresentationA No 7 
(Determinants of 
consumer satisfaction; 
implications for post-
purchase behaviour). 

 

11 

16/05 

 

 

Putting It All Together  Revision  

Video upload to 
UNSWTV 

 

12 

23/05 

 

No Lecture 

 

Video Presentations  Presentations B Video 
Assignment 

13 

30/05 

No Lecture 

 

Video Presentations  Presentations B Video 
Assignment 
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PART B: KEY POLICIES, STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND 
SUPPORT 
 
1 ACADEMIC HONESTY AND PLAGIARISM 
 
The University regards plagiarism as a form of academic misconduct, and has very strict rules 
regarding plagiarism. For UNSW policies, penalties, and information to help you avoid 
plagiarism see: http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/plagiarism/index.html as well as the guidelines in the 
online ELISE and ELISE Plus tutorials for all new UNSW students: 
http://info.library.unsw.edu.au/skills/tutorials/InfoSkills/index.htm. 
 
To see if you understand plagiarism, do this short quiz: 
http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/plagiarism/plagquiz.html 
For information on how to acknowledge your sources and reference correctly, see: 
http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/onlib/ref.html 
 

For the ASB Harvard Referencing Guide, see ASB Referencing and Plagiarism 
webpage (ASB >Learning and Teaching>Student services>Referencing and plagiarism)   
 
 
2 STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONDUCT 
Students are expected to be familiar with and adhere to university policies in relation to class 
attendance and general conduct and behaviour, including maintaining a safe, respectful 
environment; and to understand their obligations in relation to workload, assessment and 
keeping informed.  
 
Information and policies on these topics can be found in the ‘A-Z Student Guide’: 
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/A.html. See, especially, information on ‘Attendance and 
Absence’, ‘Academic Misconduct’, ‘Assessment Information’, ‘Examinations’, ‘Student 
Responsibilities’, ‘Workload’ and policies such as ‘Occupational Health and Safety’. 
. 

2.1 Workload 
 
It is expected that you will spend at least ten hours per week studying this course. This time 
should be made up of reading, research, working on exercises and problems, and attending 
classes. In periods where you need to complete assignments or prepare for examinations, the 
workload may be greater. 
 
Over-commitment has been a cause of failure for many students. You should take the required 
workload into account when planning how to balance study with employment and other 
activities.  
 
 

2.2 Attendance 
 

http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/plagiarism/index.html�
http://info.library.unsw.edu.au/skills/tutorials/InfoSkills/index.htm�
http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/plagiarism/plagquiz.html�
http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/onlib/ref.html�
http://www.asb.unsw.edu.au/learningandteaching/studentservices/resources/Pages/referencingandplagiarism.aspx�
http://www.asb.unsw.edu.au/learningandteaching/studentservices/resources/Pages/referencingandplagiarism.aspx�
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/A.html�
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Your regular and punctual attendance at lectures and seminars is expected in this course. 
University regulations indicate that if students attend less than 80% of scheduled classes they 
may be refused final assessment.  
 

2.3 General Conduct and Behaviour 
 
You are expected to conduct yourself with consideration and respect for the needs of your 
fellow students and teaching staff.  Conduct which unduly disrupts or interferes with a class, 
such as ringing or talking on mobile phones, is not acceptable and students may be asked to 
leave the class. More information on student conduct is available at: 
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/BehaviourOfStudents.html 
 

2.4 Occupational Health and Safety 
 
UNSW Policy requires each person to work safely and responsibly, in order to avoid personal 
injury and to protect the safety of others. For more information, see 
http://www.ohs.unsw.edu.au/. 
 

2.5 Keeping Informed 
 
You should take note of all announcements made in lectures, tutorials or on the course web site.  
From time to time, the University will send important announcements to your university e-mail 
address without providing you with a paper copy.  You will be deemed to have received this 
information. It is also your responsibility to keep the University informed of all changes to your 
contact details. 
 
 
3 SPECIAL CONSIDERATION AND SUPPLEMENTARY 

EXAMINATIONS 
 
You must submit all assignments and attend all examinations scheduled for your course. You 
should seek assistance early if you suffer illness or misadventure which affects your course 
progress.  
 
 
General Information on Special Consideration: 

1. All applications for special consideration must be lodged online through myUNSW 
within 3 working days of the assessment (Log into myUNSW and go to My Student 
Profile tab > My Student Services channel > Online Services > Special Consideration). 
Then submit the originals or certified copies of your completed Professional Authority 
form (pdf - download here) and other supporting documentation to Student Central. For 
more information, please study carefully the instructions and conditions at: 
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/academiclife/StudentCentralKensington.html. 

2. Please note that documentation may be checked for authenticity and the submission of 
false documentation will be treated as academic misconduct. The School may ask to see 
the original or certified copy.  

https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/BehaviourOfStudents.html�
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/BehaviourOfStudents.html�
http://www.ohs.unsw.edu.au/�
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/academiclife/ProfessionalAuthority.pdf�
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/academiclife/ProfessionalAuthority.pdf�
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/SpecialConsideration.html#Supportingdocumentation�
https://my.unsw.edu.au/student/academiclife/StudentCentralKensington.html�
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3. Applications will not be accepted by teaching staff. The lecturer-in-charge will be 
automatically notified when you lodged an online application for special consideration. 

4. Decisions and recommendations are only made by lecturers-in-charge, not by tutors. 
5. Applying for special consideration does not automatically mean that you will be 

granted a supplementary exam or other concession. 
6. Special consideration requests do not allow lecturers-in-charge to award students 

additional marks. 
  
 
ASB Policy on requests for Special Consideration for Final Exams in Undergraduate 
Courses: 
The policy of the School of Marketing is that the lecturer-in-charge will need to be satisfied on 
each of the following before supporting a request for special consideration: 

1. Does the medical certificate contain all relevant information? For a medical 
certificate to be accepted, the degree of illness, and impact on the student, must be 
stated by the medical practitioner (severe, moderate, mild). A certificate without this 
will not be valid. 

2. Has the student performed satisfactorily in the other assessment items? Satisfactory 
performance would require at least 50% in each assessment and meeting the 
obligation to have attended 80% of tutorials. 

3. Does the student have a history of previous applications for special consideration? A 
history of previous applications may preclude a student from being granted special 
consideration. 

 
Special Consideration and the Final Exam: 
Applications for special consideration in relation to the final exam are considered by an ASB 
Faculty panel to which lecturers-in-charge provide their recommendations for each request. If 
the Faculty panel grants a special consideration request, this will entitle the student to sit a 
supplementary examination. No other form of consideration will be granted. The following 
procedures will apply: 

1. Supplementary exams will be scheduled centrally and will be held approximately two 
weeks after the formal examination period. The dates for ASB supplementary exams 
for Session 1, 2012 are: 
10 July 2012 – exams for the School of Accounting 
11 July 2012 – exams for all Schools other than Accounting and Economics 
 12 July 2012 – exams for the School of Economics 
If a student lodges a special consideration for the final exam, they are stating they 
will be available on the above dates. Supplementary exams will not be held at any 
other time. 

2. Where a student is granted a supplementary examination as a result of a request for 
special consideration, the student’s original exam (if completed) will be ignored and 
only the mark achieved in the supplementary examination will count towards the 
final grade. Failure to attend the supplementary exam will not entitle the student to 
have the original exam paper marked and may result in a zero mark for the final 
exam. 
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If you attend the regular final exam, you are extremely unlikely to be granted a supplementary 
exam. Hence if you are too ill to perform up to your normal standard in the regular final exam, 
you are strongly advised not to attend. However, granting of a supplementary exam in such 
cases is not automatic. You would still need to satisfy the criteria stated above. 
 
The ASB’s Special Consideration and Supplementary Examination Policy and Procedures for 
Final Exams for Undergraduate Courses is available at: 
http://www.asb.unsw.edu.au/currentstudents/resources/forms/Documents/supplementaryexampr
ocedures.pdf. 

 
 
 
4 STUDENT RESOURCES AND SUPPORT  
 
The University and the ASB provide a wide range of support services for students, including: 

• ASB Education Development Unit  (EDU) (www.business.unsw.edu.au/edu) 
Academic writing, study skills and maths support specifically for ASB students. 
Services include workshops, online and printed resources, and individual consultations. 
EDU Office: Room GO7, Ground Floor, ASB Building (opposite Student Centre); Ph: 
9385 5584; Email: edu@unsw.edu.au   

• Blackboard eLearning Support: For online help using Blackboard, follow the links 
from www.elearning.unsw.edu.au to UNSW Blackboard Support / Support for Students. 
For technical support, email: itservicecentre@unsw.edu.au; ph: 9385 1333 

• UNSW Learning Centre (www.lc.unsw.edu.au ) 
Academic skills support services, including workshops and resources, for all UNSW 
students.  See website for details. 

• Library training and search support services:   
http://info.library.unsw.edu.au/web/services/services.html  

• IT Service Centre: Technical support for problems logging in to websites, 
downloading documents etc. https://www.it.unsw.edu.au/students/index.html 
UNSW Library Annexe (Ground floor) 

• UNSW Counselling and Psychological Services  
(http://www.counselling.unsw.edu.au) 
Free, confidential service for problems of a personal or academic nature; and workshops 
on study issues such as ‘Coping With Stress’ and ‘Procrastination’.  
Office:  Level 2, Quadrangle East Wing; Ph: 9385 5418 

• Student Equity & Disabilities Unit (http://www.studentequity.unsw.edu.au) Advice 
regarding equity and diversity issues, and support for students who have a disability or 
disadvantage that interferes with their learning.  Office: Ground Floor, John Goodsell 
Building; Ph: 9385 4734   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.asb.unsw.edu.au/currentstudents/resources/forms/Documents/supplementaryexamprocedures.pdf�
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mailto:edu@unsw.edu.au�
http://www.elearning.unsw.edu.au/�
mailto:itservicecentre@unsw.edu.au�
http://www.lc.unsw.edu.au/�
http://info.library.unsw.edu.au/web/services/services.html�
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5 ADDITIONAL COURSE MATERIALS 
 
IN CLASS – ASSIGNED TASKS 
 

Week 1 and Week 2:   

 

Course Introduction/ Consumer Behaviour and Marketing Strategy  
• Chapter 1 & 2 
1. Tutor introduction. 
2. Go through course assessment with the tutor. 
3. Student hyper-speed introductions.  
4. Choose presentation and team members for group presentation and the report. Note 

that the presentation forms the basis of your term project.  For topics see weeks 3, 4, 
5, 6, 8, 9, & 10. 

5. Discuss the readings set for this week (see course outline). Based on your 
understanding of the readings and the lecture materials for this week prepare an 
answer to the discussion questions below. Use these answers to argue your case in 
the general class discussion. 

6. Tutorial task. Form a group of 3-5 to do this task. In point form, write a maximum 
one page answer to the task question below. Present the answer to the class. 
 
Discussion Questions: 
Describe the generic elements of any marketing strategy? What is the goal of a 
marketing strategy? What do you see as the link between the marketing strategy and 
consumer behaviour? Does marketing strategy influence consumer behaviour or 
does consumer behaviour dictate the marketing strategy? What is the customer-
centric approach to marketing, and what are its costs and benefits? What is the 
rational choice theory? Is the assumption of maximisation and the notion that “more 
is always better” a good representation of consumer behaviour? What factors are 
necessary to understand consumer behaviour? What role do you see for marketing 
strategy in generating customer satisfaction while meeting organisational goals of 
profit and market share? 
 
Tutorial task: 
You are a member of the marketing team intending to launch a new website 
offering a choice of ring tones targeted at 12-17 year olds. Describe the kind of 
features on the website that would or not include? How would you insure that you 
maximise customer satisfaction? How would you inform your target market about 
the website? How would you launch the website? What marketing tactics would 
you use to elicit loyalty from your customer base? For example would you offer 
loyalty cards/points etc? Would you run competitions? If so, what would the prizes 
be like? 
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Week 3: Problem Recognition and Consumer Goals 
• Chapter 3 

 
Summarise the articles by Leith & Riley (1998) and Peterman (1997).  
Type or write your summary neatly with your name at the top of the page.  During class 
your summary will be collected by the seminar leader and distributed to other class 
members for analysis and comment.  The articles form the basis for a class discussion. 
 
Discussion Questions: 
How would you define consumer goal(s)? What is the difference between a consumer 
goal and a need state? Discuss the concept of goal hierarchy or goal-continuum. How 
do consumer goals and needs affect consumer behaviour? What is their role in problem 
recognition? What is their impact on consumer information processing? How can we 
develop marketing strategy based on our understanding of consumer goals? Discuss the 
influence of the situation, context and the external factors on consumer behaviour. 
Specifically what is the impact of situational factors on consumer needs? How does 
these affect consumer goals?  

 
 Tutorial Task: 

Form a group of 3-5 to do this task. What is the long interview technique? What 
other primary data collection techniques are available? How has the long interview 
technique been used in marketing research? How is it used in Woodside and 
Wilson’s (1995) study? What are the advantages and disadvantages of the 
technique? How would you use it in your term project? 

 
Presentation/Assignment Topic No 1: 
Topic: The impact of consumer goals on product attribute evaluation. 
Understanding consumer goals is crucial to marketers attempting to predict how 
consumers will value product attributes in different consumption contexts. For example, 
a consumer’s evaluation of the comprehensiveness of a WWW search engine may differ 
depending on whether the consumer’s goal is to find specific information on the Web or 
to randomly browse. Your project should investigate the effect that consumer goals 
have on consumers’ product evaluations. In this presentation you must relate your 
project to the above general topic area. However, you have considerable freedom in 
terms of the specific focus of the project. For example, you can choose to focus on a 
single product, or a variety of products. You may look at a specific consumer goal at 
one point in time (single consumption experience) or over time (repeated consumption) 
to determine if consumer goals change or vary with experience. Alternatively, you may 
look at a set of goals, or even a wider goal hierarchy. The scope of the project and its 
specific application is up to you. However, please remember that the project has to be 
manageable within the time constraints of the course. For guidelines on the presentation 
see above. 
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Week 4: Stimulus Perception 
• Chapter 8 
 
Summarise the articles by Kellaris & Powell (1996), Theus (1994) and Janiszewski 
(1988). (Complete before class). 
Type or write your summary neatly with your name at the top of the page.  During class 
your summary will be collected by the seminar leader and distributed to other class 
members for analysis and comment.  
 
Discussion Questions: 
Discuss the concept of sensory perception. What is its role in consumer 
information processing? How can it be used in developing marketing strategies? 
Is perception malleable? What are some of the ways in which perception can be 
manipulated? What are the ethical issues faced by marketers interested in 
affecting behaviour through strategic presentation of stimuli? What should 
consumers know about the effects of perception in order to make sovereign and 
informed choices in the market? Does subliminal advertising work? Is it an 
effective marketing tool?  

 
 Tutorial Task: 

Form a group of 3-5 to do this task. Develop a print advertising message to go with 
one of the brand names you are familiar with. Discuss the relevant theory and 
concepts of stimulus perception, which you’ve included in its development. What 
are the implications of consumer perception on developing a marketing strategy for 
your new brand. 

 
Presentation/Assignment Topic No 2: 
Topic: The role of conscious awareness in product attribute perception. 
There is a consensus in the literature that perception of product related stimuli is an 
important factor in consumer information processing and choice behaviour. However, 
whether this perception must be conscious is debatable. Your project should investigate 
the effect that conscious/unconscious perception of stimuli may have of consumer’s 
product evaluations or behaviour. In your presentation you must relate the project to the 
above general topic area. However, the specific research question and the focus of the 
project are up to you. For example, you may look at what consumers themselves feel 
affects their behaviour, that is do consumers believe in unconscious influences on their 
behaviour. Alternatively, you may attempt to discover unconscious effects objectively 
by presenting your consumers with a set of stimuli (e.g.: product attributes, advertising 
messages etc.), and then asking them to discuss and/or evaluate those stimuli. The scope 
of the project and its specific application is up to you. However, please remember that 
the project has to be manageable within the time constraints of the course. For 
guidelines on the presentation see above. 
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Week 5: Preference Construction: Information Search and Evaluation 
• Chapters 4 &5 
 
Summarise the articles by Huffman & Houston (1993), Bettman et al (1998). 
(Complete before class). 
Type or write your summary neatly with your name at the top of the page.  During class 
your summary will be collected by the seminar leader and distributed to other class 
members for analysis and comment.  
 
Discussion Questions: 
Discuss the factors involved in preference development. What is the role of 
consumer goals in preference construction? What is the impact of information 
availability? Do you think the economic assumption of consumers having 
perfect information is a reasonable one? How would imperfect information 
availability alter consumer decision making compared to decisions made under 
perfect information? What is the role of information search? Do you believe 
consumers have well-defied preferences which they bring to a choice situation, 
or do you think consumers construct preferences at the time of choice? Support 
your answer with theory and examples. 

 
 Tutorial Task: 

Form a group of 3-5 to do this task. You are the marketing manager of a line of 
fashion sunglasses sold through up-market department stores. Your task is to 
reposition the brand to appeal to a younger age group. Explain how an 
understanding of preference construction would assist you in the design of the 
market research program that will form the basis of your strategy. 

 
Presentation/Assignment Topic No 3: 
Topic: Preference construction in situations of new product evaluation. 
Traditional economic theory assumes that consumers have stable preferences which 
they reveal through choice. However, research in consumer behaviour provides 
evidence which argues that in situations of new product evaluation consumers may 
attempt to construct their preferences. Investigate whether and how consumers may 
construct their preferences when faced with new products in the market. In your 
presentation you must relate the project to the above general topic area. However, 
the specific research question is up to you. For example, you can focus on finding 
different ways in which consumers may construct preferences for different products. 
Alternatively, you may focus on the evaluation of the same product under different 
information levels or different ways of presenting the information. The scope of the 
project and its specific application is up to you. However, please remember that the 
project has to be manageable within the time constraints of the course. For 
guidelines on the presentation see above. 
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Week 6: Preference Formation: Learning  
• Chapters 9 
 
Summarise the articles by Van Osselaer (2001), West et al (1996). (Complete 
before class). 
Type or write your summary neatly with your name at the top of the page.  During class 
your summary will be collected by the seminar leader and distributed to other class 
members for analysis and comment.  
 
Discussion Questions: 
Define learning? How can learning be measured? What types of learning are 
relevant for marketing? Discuss the relation between consumer preferences and 
learning over time. How can understanding of consumer learning processes, as 
well as consumer goals, help marketers develop more effective market 
strategies? What is the difference between preference construction and 
preference formation, is there any difference? Suggest how you could use 
marketing strategy to accelerate the process of preference formation? 

  
 Tutorial Task: 

Form a group of 3-5 to do this task. Choose one product and explain how you would 
apply the concepts of associative learning (see Wasserman & Miller, 1997) of 
position the product relative to a relevant consumer goal. How would you use the 
same concepts to reposition the product relative to a different consumer goal?  

 
Presentation/Assignment Topic No 4: 
Topic: Effects of repeated product interaction on consumer preferences over time. 
Assuming that consumers are faced with a new product, for which they may not 
have well-defined preferences, what is the effect of repeated interaction (whether by 
use, observation or word of mouth) with that product on their preferences for the 
product? Do those preferences change over time as consumers get more information 
about the product? In your presentation you must relate the project to the above 
general topic area. However, the specific research question is up to you. For 
example, you can focus on different ways in which consumers can learn about 
products, and how these affect their preferences. Alternatively, you may focus on 
discovering consumer preferences to the same product under a single learning rule 
as consumers get more exposure to the product over time. However, please 
remember that the project has to be manageable within the time constraints of the 
course. For guidelines on the presentation see above. 
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Week 7: Motivation and Emotion 
• Chapter 10 
 
Summarise the articles by Pincus (2004), Williamson (2002). (Complete before 
class). 
Type or write your summary neatly with your name at the top of the page.  During class 
your summary will be collected by the seminar leader and distributed to other class 
members for analysis and comment.  
 
Discussion Questions: 
Discuss the concept of consumer motivation in relation to consumer needs and 
goals. What is the relation between biological needs and cognitive goals as 
drivers of consumer motivation? How can concepts of motivation be applied to 
marketing strategy? What is the relation between motivation and emotion? Are 
consumers inherently rational or are they primarily driven by emotions and 
subconscious impulses? What may be the relation between emotions and 
consumer goals (see attribution theory)? Are emotions basically mechanistic 
biological processes that  will eventually be completely described by research in 
neuroscience? How does understanding of consumer emotions help in 
positioning products for competitive advantage? 

  
 Tutorial Task: 

Form a group of 3-5 to do this task. Your marketing team has been charged with 
responding to a competitive threat in the market. One of your strongest competitors, 
BMW, has just introduced a new model that is superior in quality and features to 
your current Toyota Lexus. Your task is to design a marketing strategy that will 
prevent a market share decline by repositioning towards stronger emotional bonds 
with the customers. 

 
Presentation/Assignment Topic No 5: 
Topic: The role of emotions in information evaluation and consumer choice 
behaviour. 
There is growing evidence that consumers are not simply rational computing 
machines. Emotions often intervene in consumer judgement and affect the 
evaluation of product attributes. In your presentation relate the project to the above 
general topic area. However, the specific research question is up to you. For 
example, you may want to focus on how often consumers base their judgements on 
emotions. Alternatively, you may attempt to discover how emotional appeals to 
humour, fear, or guilt affect consumer decision making. However, please remember 
that the project has to be manageable within the time constraints of the course. For 
guidelines on the presentation see above. 
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Week 8: Attitude and Personality  
• Chapter 11 
 
Summarise the article by Foxal & Yani-de-Soriano (2005), Find and review two 
articles on the topic of Theory of Planned Behaviour. (Complete before class). 
Type or write your summary neatly with your name at the top of the page.  During class 
your summary will be collected by the seminar leader and distributed to other class 
members for analysis and comment.  
 
Discussion Questions: 
What is attitude and how does it link with the concept of consumer personality? 
Do you think applying marketing strategy to change consumer attitudes is a. 
possible, b. desirable, c. ethical? What does this mean for consumer personality? 
Is there such a thing as personality? How can knowledge of attitude, attitude 
change, and personality allow consumers to maintain sovereignty in an 
increasingly sophisticated marketplace? 

 
 Tutorial Task: 

Form a group of 3-5 to do this task. In recent years films like “Supersize me” 
have dramatised the adverse effects of eating fast foods, while recent research in 
social marketing has emphasised the growing obesity ‘epidemic’ in Australia. 
Your marketing consultancy team has just been hired by the department of 
health to promote either a less acceptable attitude towards obesity, just as 
smoking has become in recent decades, or more acceptable attitude towards 
healthy body image. Choose one and design a marketing campaign aimed at 
changing consumer attitudes. What considerations influenced your choice of 
approach? 

 
Presentation/Assignment Topic No 6: 
Topic: The consistency between attitude and consumer choice behaviour. 
The key assumption behind much of consumer behaviour research and theory is the 
consistency between attitude and choice behaviour. In your project analyse whether 
this assumption is a reasonable one. Are there departures between attitude and 
consumer choices or do consumers always make choice decisions based on their 
stated attitudes? In your presentation relate the project to the above general topic 
area. However, the specific research question is up to you. For example, you may 
want to focus on factors determining how often consumers report their choices to be 
consistent with their attitudes. Alternatively, you may find out consumer attitudes to 
two products; one with a favourable and one with an unfavourable attitude. Then 
attempt to determine what circumstances would result in choices that are consistent 
and choices that are not consistent with the consumer attitudes. However, please 
remember that the project has to be manageable within the time constraints of the 
course. For guidelines on the presentation see above. 
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Week 9: Post-purchase and Satisfaction 
• Chapters 6 & 7 

 
Summarise the article by Soderland (2002), Mooradian & Oliver (1997). 
(Complete before class). 
Type or write your summary neatly with your name at the top of the page.  During class 
your summary will be collected by the seminar leader and distributed to other class 
members for analysis and comment.  
 
Discussion Questions: 
Pulling together your knowledge of consumer goals, motivation, information 
processing, and learning discuss the effect that post-purchase satisfaction has on 
preference for product attributes. How do emotions and personality affect the 
post purchase process? Can consistent post-purchase behaviour be explained in 
terms of personality traits? What does this mean for marketing strategy 
concerned with targeting and positioning product offerings? How can post-
purchase satisfaction impact on the marketing goals of profitability and growth? 
How could you create competitive advantage in the market by focusing on 
customer post-purchase behaviour and satisfaction? 

 
 Tutorial Task: 

Form a group of 3-5 to do this task. Work on developing a model of consumer 
behaviour. 

 
Presentation/Assignment Topic No 7: 
Topic: Determinants of customer satisfaction; implications for post-purchase 
behaviour. 
Reinforcement and satisfaction are closely linked concepts. The subjective 
experience of satisfaction has reinforcing effects on consumer behaviour. Analyse 
the components of satisfaction with product attributes that may lead to 
reinforcement of certain consumer behaviours. In your presentation relate the 
project to the above general topic area. However, the specific research question is 
up to you. For example, you may want to focus on what factors lead to 
satisfaction/dis-satisfaction with a particular product (i.e.: what is the reinforcement 
value of the product) and how this affects future intentions to purchase. 
Alternatively, you may attempt to discover how consumers deal with positive or 
negative consumption events; and what are the consequences of this for the 
marketers. However, please remember that the project has to be manageable within 
the time constraints of the course. For guidelines on the presentation see above. 
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Week 10: Group Dynamics and Reference Groups 
• Chapters 12, 13, &14 
 
Summarise the article by Earls (2003), Chandrashekaran et al (1996). (Complete 
before class). 
Type or write your summary neatly with your name at the top of the page.  During class 
your summary will be collected by the seminar leader and distributed to other class 
members for analysis and comment.  
 
Discussion Questions: 
Is a group of individuals more than the sum of the goals, needs, and the 
personality traits of the individual group members? How does consumer 
behaviour change as a result of group interaction? Much of the research in 
consumer behaviour assumes that individual are free acting agents. Is this a 
reasonable assumption? Do you believe the need to conform may be the 
predominant need in consumer behaviour; justify your answer. How do group 
dynamics impact on our understanding of the process of preference formation? 

 
 Tutorial Task: 

Form a group of 3-5 to do this task.  
1. List the various reference groups that have an influence on you and categorise 

them into aspiration, dissociative, primary and informal groups.  Rank them in 
importance in influencing your consumption behaviour.  On what types of 
products, if any, do these groups influence your consumption? 

2. Suppose that you are a marketing manager for a regional brewery.  How 
successful do you think a strategy would be of attempting to reach opinion 
leaders with communications so that they will pass these messages on to 
followers and thereby influence their behaviour? 
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Presentation Feedback Sheet 
 
Group: 
 
Name: 
 
Date: 
 
Mark: 
 
 
 F P C D HD  
 
Content (70%) 
 

<50 50-
64 

65-
75 

75-
84 

85-
100 

 

Poorly defined CB concepts 
 

     Well defined CB concepts 

No explanation of the importance of 
the CB concepts 

     Excellent justification of the importance 
of the CB concepts 

No research objectives 
 

     Excellent research objectives 

No theoretical argument supporting 
the CB Concepts 

     Excellent theoretical argument 
supporting the CB concepts 

No literature review 
 

     Excellent external literature review 

No application to marketing 
 

     Insightful application to marketing. 

 
Presentation (30%) 
 

      

Delivery poorly formulated      Fluent delivery 
Read from notes or heavy use of 
notes 

     Spoke freely without notes 

Boring and uninspired      Attention grabbing and entertaining 
Overheads difficult to read      Clear specific and readable overheads 
Poor time management      Kept within 5 minutes 
Poor changeover between presenters      Seamless transitions between presenters 
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Tutor’s Comments on Presentation 
 
 
The things you did well 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The things you need to improve 
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Please evaluate the overall contribution to group work of each of your team members.  
Use 4 as the group average. That means if everyone in the group contributed equally, circle 4. 
Otherwise for example if Adrian did more than the group average, give him 5-7, and if Fandy 
did less than the group average, give him 1-3. Please circle the appropriate number. Rate 
yourself as well! 
 

 
Name Group average 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

        

 
Please write: 
 
Report Title: ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Presentation Mark:_____ 
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